
TLC  Ambulance  Project:  Another
Special Memory Created

ST’s family office, the Montagner-Zembrzuski Family Foundation, is so proud to
be one of the foundation sponsors of the TLC Ambulance Project, which is an
amazing initiative to help desperately-ill children travel take a special journey of
their own choice. These destinations are often not that fancy, but might even be a
drive past their school or a trip out of hospital for the day in a custom-designed
ambulance with top-notch medical care.

All little Noah wanted to do was to see an alpaca. This week, TLC made it happen
and they are calling it “A December to Remember” after long months of COVID-
restrictions curtailed all the best plans.
This is what TLC shared on social media:

“Talk about making it a December to Remember. This week, we were beyond
happy  that  the  TLC Ambulance  helped  create  very  special  memories  for  an
amazing young boy whose dream it was to meet a real-life Alpaca. Thanks to the
incredible team at Ambulance Victoria and the support of  so many generous
donors who made the TLC Ambulance a reality, we are able to deliver special
memories for our communities most vulnerable.
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A very sincere thank you to Specialised Therapeutics Asia,  Neil  Mitchell  and
Stephen Beers at 3AW (Macquarie Media Limited), Danny Wallis, Mercedes-Benz
Vans, 3 Point Motors Mercedes-Benz and BankVic”

If you want to know more or get behind our cause to help other families have a
December to Remember, visit www.december.org.au

The MZFF is proud its commitment to the TLC Ambulance Project will continue
into 2021.

Philanthropy: MZFF recognised at
TLC Ambulance Launch

The MZFF is extremely proud to be a foundation sponsor of the TLC Ambulance
Project – an initiative developed by TLC for Kids in collaboration with Ambulance
Victoria. This project will enable terminally ill children to be transported to a final
destination of their choice – under the care of a full volunteer ambulance crew.
The MZFF has donated $150,000 over three years to help bring this project to
life.  ST  co-founder  Bozena  Zembrzuski  was  invited  to  speak  at  the  official
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ambulance launch.

Click on the video banner above for more.

 

Philanthropy:  ONJ  Cancer  and
Wellness Centre

Our philanthropic philosophy was born well before we formally established the
Montagner-Zembruzuski Family Foundation. It was while living and working in
the United States in senior pharmaceutical roles that we saw and were inspired
by this spirit of giving in action. When we heard the Olivia Newton-John Cancer
and Wellness Centre was being built in our hometown, we knew this was a facility
that would not only benefit thousands of Victorian cancer patients, but was also
aligned with our own healthcare mission. In 2011, our family was proud to donate
$1 million to this world-class facility and to formally present the donation to
Olivia.

Click on the image banner above to view the video.
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